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Invalsi in 2019.

96.4 % attendance. Invalsi congratulated the students.

One of the hotter topics discussed with teachers around Italy for problematics like:
1. not compulsory.
2. time constraints.
3. duration.



Results.

Expectation

Students should leave Secondary School at B2 level.
1. Generic
2. Valid for all regions and schools
3. Maybe contradictory?
4. Maybe unfair?



Results.

Reality

Overall at B2 level
1. Ca. 65% in the North
2. Ca. 52% in the Centre
3. Ca. 34% in the South and Islands



Results.

Reading



Results.

Listening



We need to talk about listening.

At the end of Primary school, only an overall 12.5% in North and Centre and 24.5% 
in South and Islands do not reach the required A1 level.

1. The results get worse as students move forward in their studies.
2. The gap between regions widens.

Why???? What can we do????



We need to talk about listening.

The INVALSI report gives possible explanations, but not an analytical one:
1. Maybe it is down to the difference in the quality of teaching…..
2. ….or maybe to the fact that some students have access to preparation outside of 

school…..



To prepare students efficiently and effectively for a standardised exam teachers need:
1. Training
2. Time for them
3. Time for their students
4. Effective data analysis readily and easily accessible
5. Material to be used in class and assigned to students.
6. Maybe more…..but we can’t really say!

What the INVALSI report does not say clearly.



We don’t, but we have to teach them the skills they will need anyway to speak and understand 
a language and the strategies needed to face a standardised exam.
1. From the first year of Secondary school we plan accordingly.
2. We embed listening, reading and grammatical skills in every lesson.
3. We get them to work on vocabulary, which does not just mean rota-learning: CONTEXT!
4. Grammar can be taught in the “classical way”, but then needs to be put into a context.
5. Tests need to be mirroring what actual standardised exams ask of our students.
6. Material has to offer the necessary preparation in terms of skills, vocabulary, grammar 

and strategies.
7. The teaching of strategies and the mastering of timing must become the norm.
8. Differentiation matters, no matter what the “ideal” expectations.

How can we prepare students for Invalsi?



We are going to give students a context, but not 
just that! And we will build upon that.



To build upon the context we are now getting 
them to work on their vocabulary knowledge, 
expanding it by getting them to work as pairs, 
groups or class.



Here come the text, shall we just jump into it? 
Depends on your students. 

Shall we differentiate? 

Shall we work on it to break it down and make it 
easier for students to work on it?
 
Do we want to create a quick exercise where we 
ask them to give a title to each paragraph? 

Or do we want to extract key words prior to 
analyse it?



Once all of those questions have been answered 
and decisions have been made, we can always 
use this exercise to get into the Invalsi mood.



Now that my students are confident with the 
vocabulary linked to the context, I can start 
working on their listening skills. Using one file and 
squeezing it, always INVALSI style.

This would be the first practice.



This would be the second (hence students having 
listened to the same file 4 times) and would allow 
my pupils to focus on other chunks of language.



So when I get to the third listening, most of my 
students will be confident enough to complete this 
one fairly quickly. 



Having prepared the lesson to get students to 
practice/learn/improve their vocabulary, I know 
that during the course of the the hour, they have 
come across a certain number of Phrasal Verbs.

These are the basis of many exercises in 
standardised exams, often used by examiners to 
trick students, as many people do not know them.

We could teach them and get students to learn 
them via rota learning, but in a context it usually 
works better.



What if some students have completed exercises 
quicker than others?

Have vocabulary practice for them.



This is not a fit for all plan, but an idea of how to approach the preparation of students 
for a standardised examination. 
1. Where is the grammar?
2. Where are speaking and writing?
3. How can I do all of this in one lesson?
4. Is that all you would do in one lesson?
5. Why are you not using INVALSI material?
6. How about the TFJ?

Expected questions.
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